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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of transmitting a wideband speech signal

with a cut-off frequency of fc = 7 kHz over a standardized narrow-

band (fc = 3.4 kHz) communication link in a backwards compati-

ble manner. In a previous contribution [1] we have shown that back-

wards compatibility can be achieved by using digital watermarking:

We embedded compact side information about the missing high fre-

quency band (3.4−7 kHz) into the narrowband speech signal. Here,

we present a related system which is especially tailored to state-of-

the-art narrowband speech communication networks such as GSM

or UMTS. Therefore, we propose an improved low bit rate band-

width extension algorithm along with a robust watermarking scheme

for CELP-type speech codecs. The practical relevance of our sys-

tem is shown by speech quality evaluations and by link-level simu-

lations for the “Enhanced Full Rate Traffic Channel” (TCH/EFS) of

the GSM cellular communication system.

Index Terms— Speech coding, speech codecs, land mobile ra-

dio cellular systems

1. INTRODUCTION

The transmission of wideband speech signals with a cut-off fre-

quency of at least 7 kHz is a highly desirable feature for future

speech communication networks, offering significantly increased

subjective speech quality and intelligibility. Suitable wideband

speech codecs — such as the AMR-WB [2] — have been developed

in the past. However, the requirement of backwards compatibility

with existing narrowband equipment turned out to be an obstacle for

the introduction of wideband speech coding in today’s communica-

tion networks.

A promising possibility to resolve this dilemma is the deploy-

ment of artificial bandwidth extension (BWE), i.e., pure estimation

of missing frequency components from the narrowband signal. Such

techniques might, as anticipated in [3], be able to speed up the

narrow- to wideband change-over. Though, the inherently limited

performance of stand-alone BWE algorithms [4] is not sufficient for

the regeneration of high quality wideband speech signals. There-

fore, we introduced the idea of embedding a limited amount of side

information about the missing frequency band into the narrowband

speech signal via digital watermarking [1]. Hence, using the de-

coded side information, the respective receiver side BWE algorithm

can produce a wideband signal of higher quality than the stand-alone

BWE approach. Thereby, backwards compatibility w.r.t. legacy nar-

rowband terminals — and the network as well — is maintained.

In [1] the watermark is embedded into the narrowband speech

signal prior to coding, i.e., the system does not take the implemented

speech codec into account and the coding distortion directly impacts
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Fig. 1. Transmission system for backwards compatible wideband

telephony using the GSM EFR narrowband codec [5].

the embedded watermark. Thus, when using state-of-the-art CELP

codecs like the GSM “Enhanced Full Rate” (EFR) codec [5], the

watermark bits are severely disturbed even before they are transmit-

ted. Consequently, as the watermark bit error rate may be very high,

powerful error concealment mechanisms are indispensible1. The so-

lution to enable robust watermarking of CELP coded signals is to

integrate the information embedding into the speech coder. A re-

lated approach has recently been taken for the standard GSM “Full

Rate” RELP codec [6]. This contribution presents a suitable solution

for state-of-the-art CELP codecs (Sec. 3).

Apart from a robust watermarking scheme, the application of

backwards compatible wideband speech coding also requires a low

bit rate BWE algorithm. Several proposals that offer the relevant bit

rates, i.e., below 1 kbit/s, have been made in the literature, e.g. [7,8].

Here, we use an improved version of the algorithm from [8] and

apply it to the GSM EFR narrowband codec [5] (Sec. 2).

The respective backwards compatible transmission system,

which is illustrated in Fig. 1, is analyzed and evaluated in Sec. 4.

We present speech quality assessment results for narrowband and

wideband decoders along with results of link-level simulations for

the “Enhanced Full Rate Traffic Channel” (TCH/EFS) of the GSM

cellular communication system.

1In [1] the error concealment has been achieved by integrating the water-
mark decoding and a stand-alone BWE into a uniform estimation framework.
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2. LOW BIT RATE BANDWIDTH EXTENSION

This section describes a low bit rate BWE algorithm that is based on

on our BWE module from [8] which has been adopted as a part of

ITU-T Rec. G.729.1 [9]. A rather low bit rate of 400 bit/s is obtained

by sacrificing the enhanced temporal resolution of [8] and by using

a predictive quantization scheme which reuses information from the

low band signal.

2.1. Band Split and Recombination

The “high band parameter extraction” shown in Fig. 1 operates

on 20 ms frames of a band-pass filtered signal shb(k), sampled at

fs = 16 kHz, with k ∈ {0, . . . , L− 1}, L = 320. In parallel,

the low-pass filtered and downsampled signal snb(k
′), sampled at

f ′s = 8 kHz, with k′ ∈ {0, . . . , L′ − 1}, L′ = 160, is encoded

by the narrowband EFR encoder. In the wideband decoder, the low

band signal s̃nb(k
′) is synthesized by the embedded EFR decoder,

and an interpolated version is added to the synthetically generated

high band signal s̃hb(k). The wideband output is s̃wb(k).

2.2. Parameter Extraction

The parameter set of our low bit rate BWE comprises a (logarithmic)

high band gain ghb and a spectral envelope, i.e., (logarithmic) DFT-

domain sub-band energies Fhb(ν). The gain ghb is given by

ghb =
1

2
ld

 
1

L

L−1X
k=0

s2
hb(k)

!
. (1)

The spectral envelope computation requires the DFT of shb(k), i.e.,

Shb(μ) =
PLF−1

k=0 wF(k)·shb(k+L−LF)·exp
“
−j 2πkμ

LF

”
, where

the DFT window length is LF = 256. We use a slightly asymmetric

Hann window wF(k) with a look-ahead of 32 and a look-back of 64

taps. Note that, due to the offset (L − LF), the spectrum Shb(μ)
is representative for the second 10 ms sub-frame within the current

frame. The parameters for the first sub-frame are interpolated by the

decoder. Now, based on the power spectrum |Shb(μ)|2, the energies

for Nsb = 10 partially overlapping sub-bands are computed:

Fhb(ν) =
1

2
ld

LW−1X
μ=0

WF(μ) |Shb (μ + μ0 + ν(LW − Lo))|
2

(2)

with ν ∈ {0, . . . , Nsb − 1}. The frequency domain window WF(μ)
is a flat-top Hann window of length LW = 9. The spectral overlap

is Lo = 3 and the high frequency band starts at DFT bin μ0 = 54.

2.3. Quantization

In order to achieve a good performance for the quantization of ghb

and Fhb
.
= (Fhb(0), . . . , Fhb(Nsb − 1))T at the target bit rate of

400 bit/s, we employ a predictive scheme which reuses informa-

tion about the low band signal. For the quantization of ghb, this

information is gathered in the feature vector xf,1
.
= (ĝlb,old, q̂)T,

where ĝlb,old is, analogous to (1), the gain of the coded low band

signal from the previous2 speech frame. The vector q̂ comprises

the quantized LSP coefficient set from the EFR narrowband coder.

Based on xf,1, we compute a linear estimate (see box below) of

the high band gain: g̃hb = HT
1 · xf,1. The residual estimation er-

ror is quantized afterwards using a Lloyd-Max quantizer with 3 bit:

Δĝhb = Q1(ghb − g̃hb), i.e., the quantized high band gain is given

2This is due to the fact that the gain of the current frame can not be com-
puted as yet, because the high band information still needs to be embedded

into the narrowband signal. Though, it is possible to include the LSP coeffi-
cients from the current frame in xf,1 which will become evident in Sec. 3.
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Fig. 2. Signal flow chart for high band synthesis.

by: ĝhb = Δĝhb + g̃hb. A similar procedure applies for the spectral

envelope parameter set Fhb. The respective feature vector comprises

the quantized high band gain: xf,2
.
= (ĝhb, q̂)T. Again, an estimate

is computed: F̃hb = HT
2 ·xf,2, and the estimation error is quantized:

ΔF̂hb = Q2(Fhb − F̃hb). The vector-quantizer Q2 uses 5 bit. The

quantized spectral envelope is F̂hb = ΔF̂hb + F̃hb. In total, this

scheme yields a bit rate of (3 + 5) bit/20 ms = 400 bit/s.

Linear Estimation [10]

Consider the linear estimation task ỹ = HT · xf with the feature vector xf

and the estimation matrix H. Given a training set of feature vectors, collected
in the rows of the matrix X and the corresponding matrix of training data
Y consisting of representative vectors of the quantity to be estimated, the
optimum matrix H is given by the pseudo-inverse of X multiplied with Y:

H = X+ ·Y =
`
XTX

´−1
XT ·Y.

2.4. Synthesis

The “high band synthesis” block from Fig. 1 produces the signal

s̃hb(k) using the BWE scheme shown in Fig. 2. Its individual com-

ponents are briefly sketched below.

Excitation Generation — This module has been adapted from [9]

with modifications to produce an excitation signal s̃exc(k) in the de-

sired frequency range. The algorithm places pulses with a spacing

that corresponds to the integer part of a post-processed EFR pitch

lag. The pulse shape is selected according to the fractional pitch lag,

thus preserving the sub-sample resolution. Afterwards, the resulting

signal is mixed with noise and band-pass filtered. The weighting of

tonal and noisy contributions is derived from the energy ratio of the

LTP and fixed codebook contributions of the EFR narrowband coder.

Spectral Envelope Shaping — First, the two 10 ms sub-frames

of s̃exc(k) are analyzed as described by (2) and the resulting val-

ues F
(1,2)
exc (ν) are used to compute correction gains per sub-band:

G(1)(ν) = 2F
interp
hb

(ν)−F̂
(1)
exc(ν) and G(2)(ν) = 2F̂hb(ν)−F

(2)
exc(ν),

where, for the first 10 ms sub-frame, F interp
hb (ν) is the linear inter-

polation between the two adjacent envelope parameters F̂hb(ν) and

F̂hb,old(ν). As in [8], the gains G(1,2)(ν) control the channels of

a filter-bank equalizer with band-pass impulse responses hν(κ) that

match the sub-band division which is implicitly given by (2):

h
(1,2)
F (κ) =

Nsb−1X
ν=0

G(1,2)(ν) · hν(κ). (3)

The resulting linear phase FIR filters h
(1,2)
F (κ) of length LhF = 65

are then applied to the respective sub-frames of s̃exc(k) to give the

spectrally shaped signal s̃F(k). The filter delay is 2 ms.

Adaptive Amplitude Compression — Here, large deviations of

|s̃F(k)| from the (linear) high band gain 2ĝhb are attenuated (cf. [9]).
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3. ROBUST WATERMARKING FOR CELP CODECS

When applying conventional watermarking techniques, such as

spread-spectrum or quantization based methods [11], to a speech

signal which is then transcoded by a state-of-the-art CELP codec,

it turns out that the watermark transmission is not very reliable if the

watermark is supposed to be imperceptible and data rates of several

100 bit/s are required. The reason for this is that the CELP transcod-

ing process itself disturbs the embedded message. This becomes

obvious by recognizing that watermarks, to be imperceptible, are

usually embedded into less relevant components of the speech sig-

nal. Unfortunately, such speech components are also very likely to

be coarsely quantized or omitted by the speech coder.

To circumvent the disadvantages of time or transform domain

watermarking, we propose the idea to integrate the information em-

bedding into the speech encoder. A respective embedding rule can

take the coder’s specific characteristics into account and should be

designed such that the information embedding does not (or only in-

significantly) degrade the narrowband speech quality and that the

embedded message can be reliably reconstructed at least as long as

the codec bits are not disturbed. Our particular application imposes

two further constraints: The information embedding has to be per-

formed per frame, i.e., we disallow any additional algorithmic delay

and the embedding rate (e.g., 400 bit/s) may not vary over time.

Reconsidering the parameters which are typically transmitted by

a CELP coder, it is rather obvious that any modification regarding

spectral envelope (LSFs), pitch lag, or gain factors is likely to be

perceivable. Hence, watermark embedding should focus on the bits

related to the coding of the innovative codevector. Though, a direct

“abuse” of these bits for watermarking is not satisfactory either.

3.1. Concept

An attractive solution is found in the binning scheme [11] which is

briefly introduced in the box below. For the case of a fixed codebook

search in CELP coders, the cost function to be minimized is

χ(c) = ||v||2 −

`
vTHc

´2
||Hc||2

(4)

with the target vector v, the perceptually weighted filter matrix H,

and the innovative codebook vectors c ∈ C. In practical codebook

search algorithms the second term of χ(c) is maximized. Informa-

tion embedding of the message m′ into the selected codevector ĉ is,

according to the “Binning Scheme”, done by minimizing χ(c) over

the subset Cm′ of the fixed codebook C. This way, codebook search

and information embedding are performed jointly in the analysis-by-

synthesis loop.

Furthermore, as the codebook C in practical algebraic CELP

coders (ACELP) is typically very large, only a small heuristically

selected subset C′ ⊂ C is examined during the codebook search, i.e.,

codebook search in practical CELP coders is by far non-exhaustive.

This fact can be exploited in the design of codebook partitionings for

information embedding via binning. Specifically, the sub-codebooks

Cm ⊂ C may be chosen to have a cardinality equal to (or even larger

Information Embedding via “Binning Schemes”

Consider a search procedure for the codebook C aiming at the minimiza-
tion of the cost function χ(c) with c ∈ C, i.e., ĉ = arg minc∈C χ(c).
For the embedding of N bits into the selected codevector ĉ, the code-
book C is partitioned into M = 2N disjoint sub-codebooks Cm with

m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} such that
SM−1

m=0 Cm ⊆ C. Codebook search with

information-embedding is defined as ĉ = argminc∈C
m′

χ(c), where m′

is the message to be embedded. The decoder only needs to identify the sub-
codebook that contains ĉ, i.e., m′ is implicitly given by ĉ ∩ Cm′ = ĉ.

than) the cardinality of the originally examined subset C′. Thus,

for a good codebook partitioning (usually achieved with nested sub-

codebooks), the search procedure is likely to find good codevectors

in the (extended) sub-codebooks Cm. This leads to a pretty low

speech quality loss due to information embedding at a limited ex-

pense of additional computational complexity.

3.2. Application to the GSM EFR Codec

We applied the concept outlined in Sec. 3.1 to the GSM Enhanced

Full Rate Codec [5]. This ACELP codec uses a fixed codebook with

an algebraic structure. Per 5 ms sub-frame (40 samples), the code-

vectors c contain 10 signed unit pulses and zeros otherwise, i.e.,

ci ∈ {−1, 0, +1} with i ∈ {0, . . . , 39}, where 2 pulses are placed

on each of the 5 tracks (interleaved sub-grids). Thereby, the pulse

signs are pre-computed “out of the loop” and coded with 5 bit per

sub-frame. Therefore, we perform information embedding into the

10 · 3 bit = 30 bit per sub-frame (30 bit/5 ms = 6 kbit/s) which are

used for the closed loop encoding of the pulse positions.

Codebook Partitioning — Let (m)i, i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, denote

the individual bits of the message m to be embedded into one sub-

frame. Further, let (c)j , j ∈ {0, . . . , 29}, denote the codeword

bits that correspond to the examined codevectors (pulse positions).

The modified analysis-by-synthesis loop only examines codevectors

which result in codewords with bits (c)j that match a certain parity

condition:

(m)i =
M
j∈Ai

(c)j ∀ i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} , (5)

where ⊕ denotes “sum modulo 2” and the (unique but not necessar-

ily disjoint) sets Ai ⊂ {0, . . . , 29} specify the bits to be considered

for the parity computation. For the embedding of, e.g., N = 2 bit

per sub-frame (a total of 400 bit/s) it turned out to be advantageous

to choose the set A0 as the α = 5 least significant bits (LSBs) of the

first pulses of each track and A1 as the LSBs of the respective sec-

ond pulses. This choice guarantees a sufficiently nested codebook

partitioning, hence, low embedding distortion.

In addition, the EFR codebook search algorithm has been mod-

ified to examine more pulse position permutations than specified by

the standard. Together with (5), this ensures that the narrowband sig-

nal with 400 bit/s of embedded information suffers no quality loss as

compared to the standard EFR implementation. For higher embed-

ding rates a certain degradation can be observed (see Sec. 4).

Robustness to Transmission Errors — The proposed embedding

scheme allows a perfect reconstruction of the embedded message as

long as the codec bits are not disturbed. However, if these bits are

transmitted over a noisy channel, there will also be a certain error

probability pe,wm for the embedded bits. Suppose we have embed-

ded one message bit into α transmitted codec bits which have an

average bit error probability of pe (after channel decoding). From

this, albeit the unequal error protection, pe,wm can be approximated:

pe,wm(α, pe) ≈
X

0≤n<α/2

„
α

2n + 1

«
·p2n+1

e ·(1−pe)
α−2n−1. (6)

Hence, the more bits α are considered for information embedding,

the less robust is the watermark transmission. Thus, the sets Ai in

(5) should not contain too many elements.

Moreover, the gray coding of the pulse position codewords (c)j

in the EFR coder [5] has to be considered. For reasons of increased

robustness it is beneficial to compute the parity condition (5) over

the gray coded bits (G(c))j instead of (c)j .
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4. EVALUATION AND TEST RESULTS

Narrowband Speech Quality — Here, the speech quality is

rated for the case of our enhanced encoder in combination with

a “legacy” decoder which decodes a bitstream with embedded

information of rate r. Table 1 lists objective narrowband MOS

scores (mapped PESQ, P.862.2 NB mode, obtained from 88 s of

English speech) for various watermark embedding rates. Also, for

reference, the standard EFR codec is evaluated. Note that the MOS

scores for r = 0 and r = 200 bit/s are higher than for the standard

EFR. This is due to the extended codebook search procedure. We

note that potentially even more quality could be gained, especially

at high embedding rates, by further extending the codebook search.

Table 1. Narrowband speech quality for various embedding rates r.

For reference, the last column represents the standard EFR codec.

r[bit/s] 0 200 400 600 800 1000 EFR

MOS-LQO 4.19 4.17 4.16 4.07 3.86 3.66 4.16

Wideband Speech Quality — Table 2 presents objective wideband

MOS scores (WB-PESQ measurements for 88 s of English speech).

Our “EFR-WB” coder, using 400 bit/s of hidden side-information

for high band synthesis, is compared with G.729.1@14 kbit/s [9],

which uses a very similar BWE technique, and with the AMR-WB

codec [2]. Actually, the EFR-WB performs very well in this test

which is, of course, also the merit of the EFR low band coder.

Table 2. Wideband speech quality evaluations.

Codec G.729.1 AMR-WB AMR-WB EFR-WB

Bit Rate 14 kbit/s 8.85 kbit/s 12.65 kbit/s 12.2 kbit/s

WB MOS-LQO 3.60 3.05 3.46 3.46

GSM Link-Level Simulations — The simulations for the GSM

EFR traffic channel (TCH/EFS) have been conducted using the

TU50 channel profile (typical urban, 50 km/h) [12]. Fig. 3 shows the

results of narrow- and wideband speech quality assessments and bit

error rate evaluations for the codec bits as well as for the embedded

bits. For our configuration (α = 5 in Eq. (6)), the wideband de-

coder’s speech quality is rated superior for SNR values above 10 dB.

The “decoder with error concealment” is merely a feasibility

study since the bit error locations are assumed to be known. A prac-

tical error concealment scheme could, e.g., slightly increase the em-

bedding rate and add some CRC bits to the hidden information.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this contribution we have presented a “backwards compatible

wideband codec” based on the GSM EFR narrowband coder and

on bandwidth extension with 400 bit/s of side information which

is embedded into the EFR bitstream. The information embedding

is performed jointly with the CELP analysis-by-synthesis codebook

search. The obtained speech quality, both for the narrow- and the

wideband case, and the link-level simulations demonstrate the prac-

tical relevance of our proposal, at least for tandem-free operation

in mobile communication networks. The required additional algo-

rithmic delay and complexity figures are expected to be moderate,

and a preliminary informal listening test indicates that the subjective

(narrowband and wideband) speech quality is almost as good as the

objective scores suggest.

The proposed “EFR-Wideband” codec does not yet provide a

wideband VAD/DTX/CNG scheme. Also, as discussed above, a

proper error concealment mechanism would be desirable. Finally,

appropriate (hidden) signaling for wideband operation is required.
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